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THE WAY
THINGS WERE
by Myrna van Lunteren

E

very generation of humans comes into a world,
created by the actions of previous ones, and takes this
as the “norm” to start from. Hence old timers’ complaints
about how things have changed will be ignored, since the
new generation has never seen things that way. In this
article, let’s have a look at some of the artifacts in the
museum collection that remind us of the way things
were…before human intervention.
Alameda once was a peninsula covered in a forest
of California Live Oak, which, in a mature specimen, is
a relatively short tree with twisting, almost horizontal,
branches. Where did the oaks go? Author Imelda Merlin
tells us Alameda’s oak forest was cut down, soon after the
gold rush brought thousands to California, to make charcoal.
Charcoal was used by early residents of San Francisco to
fuel the iron-making furnaces—to create shovels and picks
for the goldfields. Another use of the wood would have
been for hulls of ships, but by the time shipbuilding
became an industry in Alameda, the oak forests had
already disappeared.
There are still a few oak trees in backyards and parks
in Alameda. They are now threatened by diseases and
parasites such as the Sudden Oak Death, an introduced
pathogen, and the native Oak Moth, which has had a surge
because of the stress drought has put on the trees.
At the Meyers House, which is in the museum’s care,
we are attempting to protect the oaks on the property
from these threats. But this is not all the change human
presence has wrought.

The Bishop Taylor tree stood at the corner of Central and Park
avenues until 1940. It was removed because it interfered with the
storage tanks of the nearby gas station. Images: Alameda Museum.

Another tree, the Eucalyptus, was once touted proudly
as a great contribution to California’s disappearing forests by
Bishop William Taylor, missionary and father of Alameda’s
first mayor E.K. Taylor. Bishop Taylor was introduced to
the tree on a trip to Australia, brought the seeds back, and
gave some to his wife Annie to plant. He also planted some
wherever he went to preach. He was impressed with the
Eucalyptus’ quick growth, and saw this as a boon.
Now we know that the species Taylor had brought
along, the blue gum, was not a good species to use for
construction, as the tree twists during its growth, resulting
in splintering timber. Furthermore, planting the gums to
replace native forests that had been cut down for timber,
Continued on page 2 . . .
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resulted in the loss of seedlings from the native trees,
which were crowded out by the fast-growing intruder.
Also, with a few exceptions, they do not provide a source
of food or shelter for native fauna. Unlike in Australia,
no California native animal species eat Eucalyptus leaves,
and thus the trees were able to spread far and wide, even
without the planned planting along ridges and roads as
windbreaks. Finally, the debris of the tree is oily, and is
highly flammable.

Today, around the bay, Eucalyptus trees
are gradually being replaced by native
species of tree.

Nothing adds more beauty to
a city than well-kept and thrifty
ornamental shade trees planted
along the sidewalks.

Remnant of a femur from a long
departed elk.

A relic described as a tusk or claw.

With over-hunting, the introduction
of cattle, and loss of grasslands, elk were
nearly extinct in the state by 1873. Three
sub-species have been reintroduced in
remote parts of California, and their population continues to be monitored by the
California Department of Fish and Game.
Among the items reportedly excavated
from the largest Ohlone shell mound, are
further artifacts that give an impression
of the animals that might have been
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The native artifacts however also include strands of
oyster shells. These oyster shells from the shell mound
are of the species Ostrea lurida, the Olympia oyster, a small
native species. In 1851, imported oyster seed from Shoalwater Bay (now Willapa Bay) in the Pacific northwest
was planted on the mud flats. In addition, in 1869, the
Eastern bivalve, Ostrea virginica was planted along the tidewaters. These oysters are bigger than the native species
and propagate much faster. By 1873 the Eastern oyster
was propagating profusely, taking over the native species’
habitat. Oyster farming and fishing was
booming—until the establishment of
the petroleum finery at Alameda Point
(today the location of the Bay Farm Island
Bridge) in 1880. The pollution from the
refinery, and the changing of tideflats
geography and wave currents as a result
of filling and cutting of the shoreline,
killed off the Eastern oysters. A resurgent
growth of oysters in the 1930s, long after
the closing of the refinery, was quickly
exhausted by enthusiastic amateur fishing.

One such tree, planted by naturalist and physician
Dr. William Gibbons (who was one of the founding
members of the California Academy of Sciences and
related to the wife of A.A. Cohen), ended up obstructing
Park Avenue at the corner of Central, until
it was cut down after Gibbons’ death.
The museum has various clippings and a
plaque, reflecting the planting of the tree.

But humans interfere with more than
trees. In the 1990s, it became necessary to
install a lift at the Alameda Free Library’s
Main Branch at Santa Clara Avenue and Oak
Street. Workers Ted Forsch and Ken Mirto
of Gansek Inc., Berkeley, started preparing
the site by digging a trench through the
soil, and encountered sand, a section of
bone, and more sand. The bone was taken
to an expert, who identified it as part of a
femur of Cervus Canadensis (elk), an animal
that has not been seen in the Bay Area
since 1815.
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around the bay at the time the mound was constructed:
large cat teeth, and an object described as a “tusk or claw”.
Of course, it’s possible these objects were part of a trade
system.

The Way Things Were. . .Continued from page 1

E.K. Taylor, City Attorney, 1894
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But, some environmental groups
around the bay are trying to encourage
the native Olympias back—they filter the
water of pollutants, and would support
establishing ecological communities around
them. Unfortunately, this will not be soon—
estimates say it could be 50 years before a
recovery effort would sustain itself.
In addition to the strands of oysters,
the collection of Ohlone artifacts contains
jewelry—pendants—created from the
mother-of-pearl on the inside of abalone
shells, and a large intact abalone shell.
Clearly these were once common; today,
all seven species of Abalone native to
Northern California are endangered.

The fear and dread of you will fall
on all the beasts of the earth,
and on all the birds in the sky,
on every creature that moves along
the ground, and on all the fish
in the sea; they are given
into your hands.
Bible, Genesis 9:2-3
An oyster shell found at Sather’s Mound.
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The Way Things Were. . .Continued from page 2

The museum has two separate collections of bird’s egg
shells. Collecting natural specimens—bones, taxidermy,
shells, or eggs—was a hobby of the educated in the late
19th century. One set of eggs belonged to the brothers
George and Charles Loring. The collection includes the
meticulous notes, with illustrations, kept by Charles,
dated between 1886 and 1889; the Lorings came
to Alameda around 1901, and brought the
collection with them. The other egg collection
was gathered by Donald Atherton Cohen, an
avid ornithologist, brother to Edgar Cohen, who
took many pictures of the Oaks found at Fernside,
their family estate.
Also in the collection is a newspaper clipping reporting
old timers describing hunting birds in the marshes around
Bay Farm Island, where one could find canvas back,
widgeon, teal, mallard; as well as rail, snipe, plover. These
are all gone, with the advent of the golf course, Oakland
airport, and finally, housing developments.

Bird eggs collected by ornithologist Donald Cohen
and a section of Charles Loring’s 1886 notebook,
which he started at the age of 15.

fostered by a Mrs. Querin for earthquake victims who had
lost their home. These turkeys were not wild turkeys but
tame, kept as a food source with the chickens.

But here too, efforts have been made to preserve some
of our birds. Alameda teacher Elsie Roemer was one of
those who saw the disappearance of the marshes, after the
bay fill by the Utah Construction Company as something
of concern. She worked tirelessly and in 1965 the East Bay
Regional Park District stepped in and bought the marsh
at the end of Broadway, and added it to the Crown Beach
Park. In 1979 the sanctuary was named after Roemer.

While we are all familiar with the turkey as the bird to
be presented on our tables at Thanksgiving, the turkey was
not native to the country west of the Rocky Mountains.
The “wild” turkeys were introduced in the west as a game
bird in the 1950s, from a Texan subspecies. Clearly it has
done well, having no natural enemies in these parts—they
even have made it to the island in recent years and are
found roaming the streets in various neighborhoods.

The bird sanctuary however was threatened to be
overwhelmed by an invasive (hybrid) species of cordgrass
(Spartina alterniflora), native to the Eastern states, which
was introduced in an attempt to quickly restore marshlands,
but instead, took over and pushed out the native cordgrass.
In the last decade, efforts have been made to remove this
invasive species and encourage the native California or
Pacific cordgrass (Spartina foliosa) to grow back. Unfortunately, for a time, this effort chased away one of the
species for which Roemer had advocated, the endangered
California Rail. But recent reports and sightings suggest they
may be coming back.

Falling into the same area, is the increase in breeding
pairs of the Canada (not Canadian) Goose. In the museum,
we have a pastel painting of four geese, by local artist
Edwin Siegfried (1889-1955), who is mostly known for
documenting in pastel the disappearing marshlands around
Alameda. This image might suggest Siegfried copied the
birds from his visits, however, the painting has the added
notation “after Brandell”, suggesting this was, after all, not
done from life, but copied from another painting.

Another effort that Roemer initiated was the protection
of the endangered California Least Tern, which since the
1970s had established a colony in a most unlikely place:
the runway of the former Naval Air Station. For decades,
environmentalists have worked every spring to protect the
terns, by creating nesting spots for the migratory birds, and
clean away polluting debris, and attempting to keep feral
or domesticated cats away from the ground-nesting birds.
The runway is now an official preserve for these birds.

These large birds are the most common geese species
in North America, migratory birds overwintering as far
south as the North of Mexico. The most southern range of
breeding was the very north of California. The species was
almost on the brink of extinction twice, first around the
turn of the century, due to unregulated hunting, and in the
Eastern states, around 1960, due to drainage of wetlands.
However, In the 1930s, again there were government-sponsored releases of “non-migratory” birds—birds that never
participated in a migration, so didn’t learn this from their
parents—again to provide birds for hunting.

Another bird story, reflects from papers from the
Alameda Board of Trustees in 1906. A letter describes the
damage done to turkeys on the Cohen estate by dogs,

Continued on page 4. . .
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same components that make the
plant poisonous. This requires a
careful balance between leaving a
sufficient population of the plant to
support the butterfly.

However, since 1960, the increase
is practically exponential. And in the
Bay Area, these non-migratory birds,
(not having to face the risks and
A few weeks ago a butterfly
hardships during the migration),
habitat was established in the Jean
have found the perfect habitat in
Sweeney Open Space. 31 California
the urbanized Bay Area—with our
native plants were installed to provide
parks and golf-courses with lawns
nectar for Monarch butterflies. Next,
and fresh water—they eat seeds
milkweed plants will be grown to
and grasses, and prefer open places
sustain the caterpillars. The park is
near water. Furthermore, contrary
now eligible to register with the
to for instance ducks, both parents
Monarch Waystation Program to
care for the young, and in fact,
help sustain the butterfly population.
they often merge into large family
groups, with multiple matched
Around 1907, an invasive species
pairs standing guard over a large
of ant was first noted in California,
group of goslings. The Canada goose
possibly after hitching a ride on a
is still a protected species, meaning,
The Boy Scout ant eradication squad of Alameda.
train—the Argentine Ant. In contrast
Inscribed “Vicious red ants yield before the troops.” to other ant species, the Argentine
it may not be harmed or harassed
November 5, 1924.
during breeding season. And even
Ants belonging to one queen’s colony
during hunting season, there would
do not fight the ones belonging to a
be a huge outcry if hunters with guns were to be seen strolling
rival queen, instead, they merge into super-colonies. While
around Washington Park, taking aim at the defenseless birds
they are not directly harmful to humans, they do damage
in the midst of recreationing public.
by farming other insects that harm plants, such as aphids.
As the aphids suck nutrients from plants, the ants use
Another bird species that has notably increased in
their secretions as a continuous food source.
Alameda is the crow. And songbirds have practically disappeared. It is so very tempting to connect these two—since
By the 1920s, the ants had invaded Alameda and had
it is known that crows do eat eggs and small birds—to
become a noticeable problem. When City Manager Charles
blame the crows for the disappearance of the songbirds.
E. Hewes got a request from the local Boy Scout troop, to
However, songbirds are disappearing because their habitat
be put to work on something for the community, Hewes
and food source, undisturbed woodlands and grasslands
suggested the boys address the problem of the ants. The
and the related insects are disappearing. The crows on the
Boy Scouts were provided low grade poison and got to work
other hand are opportunistic and will happily eat any garbage
identifying colonies and killing them.
left behind. So these two things are after all related, both
Needless to point out that the ants won, but there are
are a result of the increase in (sub)urban population.
photos in the collection of the boys, and we have instruction
So far, we’ve discussed trees, elk, and birds. Let’s take
pamphlets that were prepared for them.
a look at the insect world. In 1945, Marie Neville, young
The ant crept forth to her daily toil, the butterfly
mother and wife, made an entry in her diary for Thursday,
fluttered and basked in the warm rays of the sun;
September 27: “About five we noticed vast swarms of
myriads of insects spread their transparent wings,
butterflies flying east. It lasted for almost an hour”.

and revelled in their brief but happy existence.
Man walked forth, elated with the scene; and all
was brightness and splendour.

These were the Monarch Butterflies, a large species of
butterfly that migrated in huge swarms from Mendocino
to Baja California—intermingling with the population from
the Eastern states. Recent years have seen the population of
Monarchs plummet; researchers have documented declines
of 99% along the California coast. This disappearance is
most likely the result of successful removal of native milkweed, a species of plant that is poisonous (dangerous when
eaten) to humans and most range animals, and can produce
substances that are toxic (dangerous when touched). The
Monarch caterpillars however cannot survive without the

Charles Dickens: The Pickwick Papers
These objects in our collection show, that our natural
environment is under constant threat by us, humans. It
is up to us to decide how much and how to preserve, not
just our architectural history, but also the remnants of our
natural history.
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		 s we reach the final months of 2021, which has been an extended
roller coaster ride of the year 2020, our lives continue to evolve
daily with ups and downs, twists and turns. The museum has experienced some major changes as well and will continue to determine what is next
for the future.
I will continue to praise museum members and volunteers alike who devote
their time and financial resources to keep the museum going. A steady crew
of docents are greeting visitors at the museum on the weekends. Their work in
arranging displays, dusting, and making guests feel welcome is invaluable.
Several days a week volunteers are in the warehouse organizing, documenting
items, and adding information to the digital archives. This has been a goal for
a number of years and it is exciting to see it well under way. Researchers have
used our services while we were closed to the public and continue to do so
in person by appointment. The digital archive catalog is a great resource for
response to email and phone inquiries. Exciting news, we now have a scanner
to record our large photograph, slide and negative collection.
The Meyers House had a steady flow of visitors in the past three months. It takes
seven plus docents to fully cover all the areas on exhibit and the MH team has
kept it covered. Not to mention the dusting and sweeping that goes on inside
and out before the tours. When asked how visitors knew the residence was
open, the general reply was a social media source.
Social media has kept the museum on the radar during Covid promoting our
pop-up exhibits and historical tidbits. This month volunteer Michael Collier has
started promoting unique vintage items for sale online at Facebook Market
Place, Nextdoor, and Craigslist. Our inventory changes weekly and there are
some very interesting objects museum supporters have donated. You never
know what might show up and the online publicity helps find the person who
has to have it.
Come by for some holiday gift ideas, maybe a museum membership? Take note:
We will be closed December 20 to January 7, so our hardworking volunteers can
enjoy the holidays.
All the best to our museum members, volunteers, and supporters for the
holidays and the year ahead.

THANKS TO OUR HERITAGE PARTNER

Valerie Turpen

President, Alameda Museum
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A herd of sheep and a few goats traveling the Eucalyptus lined roadway along the Cohen estate, Fernside. Image courtesy Kay Yatabe.

This early view of the Fernside subdivision looks up Gibbons Drive from Central Avenue to the old oaks, most of which came down as the tract
developed. The building on the right is the original tract office at the gore of Central and Gibbons; it was replaced by a modern house in 1955.
The house in the distance at the left was the longtime home of local builder Samuel Lee, at 2801 Santa Clara, northeast corner Versailles. Both
structures were built in 1925, when residential construction began on the site of the old Fernside estate.
Elsie Roemer (1892 - 1991), high school
teacher, environmentalist, and lay ornithologist
observed birds in their habitat along the
Alameda and Oakland shoreline. Her efforts
to save the salt marsh from development in
the 1970s led to the bird sanctuary at the foot
of Broadway named in her honor.

California Clapper Rail
Image: Wikipedia.

The Alameda Oyster & Chop House at
1325 Park Street (circa 1910), longtime
location of Danish Interiors. The building
was owned by Aristides Paraskevaides.
Aris was born in Turkey of Greek descent
and arrived in the US in 1900, whereupon
the family name was shortened to Paras.
Oysters evolved over time from a delicacy
enjoyed by the rich to a protein affordable
by the working class population. Across
America their popularity and price varied
with their availability.
A chop house was different from a steak
house in that many other meat entrees,
other than steak, were available on the
menu.

Images:
Alameda Museum
except where noted.

Alameda Rod and Gun Club (circa 1895). This group includes three ladies, two holding their own guns
and a young girl. The girl is five-year-old Claire lone White, seated between her father, Major M.J. White,
and her mother, Kitty May White, who was recognized as an expert shooter.
Artwork of Canada Geese in pastel by artist Edwin C.
Siegfried, known for his depiction of Alameda marshes.

ELSIE ROEMER
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Alameda in the News

What was happening in the Island City
From the San Francisco Call

January 9, 1908
Game Warden
Rounds Up Alameda’s Mayor
Arrests Him and Two Others for
Violation of San Mateo Game Laws
REDWOOD CITY — For violation of the game laws of this
county Mayor E. K. Taylor of Alameda, former state senator
and celebrated game protectionist, was placed under
arrest with two companions Saturday by Game Warden
Chase Littlejohn. Taylor had left Alameda that day in
a launch with friends for a day’s rail shooting on the
Redwood City marshes.

Sketch by
a Call artist.

Littlejohn, himself a celebrated ornithologist, happened to
be on the marshes, and it did not take him long to place
Mayor Taylor and his companions under arrest. Taylor
averred that he did not know that the rail season in this
county lasted only one month, to which Littlejohn replied
that he was guilty of a double infringement of the law in
having shot rail from a boat during the high spring tides.

October 19, 1895
Bloomer Girls Go Rail Shooting on
the Alameda Marshes
The sportsmen who tramped the Alameda marshes last
Tuesday in quest of rail and duck were astonished at
seeing two young women, both of whom were dressed in
bloomers and plodding along the banks of a slough. They
had discarded the bicycle and taken up the shotgun so
as to be in the shooting swim on the inaugural day of the
season. A sportsman named Edgreen, who had taken a
particular interest in the fair Dianas, watched their performances with the shotgun, and was agreeably surprised to
see the taller one of the two sportswomen stop the flight
of several rail.

Taylor brought out a copy of the game laws from the pocket
of his hunting coat, in which a decision of the appellate
court was printed, stating that county game laws were
“not good law.” Littlejohn went him one better by
producing a decision of the supreme court of later date,
which upheld the right of counties to shorten the game
seasons as fixed by the state legislature. Convinced that
Taylor and his friends had broken the law unwittingly,
Littlejohn allowed them to go free.

They said that they enjoyed the sport immensely and will
endeavor to induce some of the young ladies of Alameda
and Oakland who are fond of wheeling to try their hand at
shooting, as it is a very pleasant pastime. “We may in the
near future form a ladies’ shooting club,” said one of the
young women,“that is, if we can induce others of our sex
to follow our example.”

While a member of the state legislature Taylor was noted
for the part he took in the passage of strict game laws and
was responsible for several bills of that character, notably
the one which protects meadow larks and other songbirds
throughout the entire year.
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Do you remember this building at the southeast
corner of Alameda Avenue and Oak Street?
Then it was an Italianate style commercial building
with flats on the second floor, constructed in 1878
by Charles S. Foster for Frank Decleer, a tailor.
Typical of the style, bay windows complemented
the upper level, with ornate brackets and cornices.
In the 1950s (right), the lower level was home to a
series of shops and eateries. Samarkand Ice Cream
is advertised on a vertical sign to the left. Lunches
and Coca Cola are promoted above and below the
front windows. A Pronto Pup costs 15¢.
Lola’s was the name of the restaurant here for many
years, which was well-known for its chicken dinners.

In 1923 (above), the structure caught fire
damaging the Oak Street single story addition
and the back of the main building. Notice across
Alameda Avenue flats have been built next to the
Eagles Hall.
This fire was a precursor to the address’s final
demise. In 1988 the structure once again went up
in flames, this time marking it for demolition.
Now in 2021 (right), only the driveway remains
as the entrance to a gravel parking lot. The homes
bordering 2300-04 Alameda Avenue seen in the
early photographs remain.
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When It Rains, It Pours by Ron Ucovich
For thousands of years,
salt has been a treasured commodity.
The value of it varied according to the
labor involved in extracting it from
the earth. In the Roman Empire,
salt was so valuable that Roman
soldiers received their wages in salt.
The Latin word for salt is sal, and
from this we derive the word salary.
Other related words are: salad (vegetables served with a salty dressing),
salami (highly seasoned dried meat
cured with salt), sausage (ground
meat stuffed into animal intestine
and cured with salt), cellar (a place
where salt is stored), sauce (brine
dressing used to season food), silt
(any sediment settled to the bottom
of a lake or pond just as salt does).
Corned beef also gets its name from
salt; the old-fashioned way to say
rock salt was corn salt.
Most of the salt in the world
is mined from large salt deposits
remaining from ancient inland seas,
but in other locations there is a slow,
but very efficient method called
solar evaporation. This method of
salt production is very rare in the
world because it requires a unique
combination of conditions: first, you
must have many acres of flat land

that is unobstructed by outcroppings
of rocks; the land must be flooded
at high tide, but dry at low tide; the
ground must be clay with no sand or
gravel; you must have more evaporation in the summer than rainfall in
the winter; and you must have warm,
dry winds during summer months.
California leads the nation in the
production of solar evaporated salt.
About 1,000 years ago, England
was a major producer of evaporated
salt. The word wich is an Old English
word meaning bay, and towns which
grew up around these salt bays were
given names ending in wich, for
example, Northwich, Southwich,
Middlewich, Greenwich, and Sandwich.
Yes, the word sandwich literally means
“the sandy bay where salt is harvested.”
The word became associated
with a snack food in 1762, when
John Montagu, the fourth earl of
Sandwich, involved himself in a
very heated gambling tournament.
While he spent 24 consecutive hours
gambling, he ordered meals of sliced
meats and cheeses served to him
between slices of bread. This allowed
him to eat with one hand and gamble
with the other. This snack food soon
became popular on the Sandwich
Salt farmer Andrew Oliver used the drawings
of mathematician Archimedes to build a screw
pump with wooden blades that rotated in the
wind and transported brine water
to a crystallization pond.
Image: etc.usf.edu.
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Islands, and ever since that time the
meal has been called a sandwich.
Closer to home, we have a whole
valley which was named after the
Spanish word for salt pit: Salinas.
Near the town of Salinas was an
ancient inland sea which left a huge
deposit of salt that was quarried
there for many years. The Native
Americans who inhabited the shores
of San Francisco Bay, however, didn’t
need to travel to the Salinas Valley
to get their salt, because they had
an endless supply right in their own
backyard. They would drive a stick
into the shoreline where it would get
wet at high tide but dry at low tide.
By the end of summer, enough salt
crystals had accumulated on the stick
to scrape off the stick and use in
their cooking.
After the Gold Rush of 1849, the
goldfields became depleted, and many
disappointed prospectors decided to
search for other means of livelihood.
The San Francisco Bay Area seemed
like an ideal place to settle, and by
1860, dozens of small townships had
sprouted up in the East Bay. Many
early settlers saw the potential for
making money farming salt.
Salt farming used to be a very
labor-intensive, as well as timeconsuming, process. You must level
the land and build levees around
your evaporation ponds. It takes
about five years to evaporate one foot
of water. It takes many evaporating
ponds which all feed into the final
crystallizing pond where the salt is
finally harvested. The water was
moved from pond to pond by bucket
and wheelbarrow. After the salt was
harvested, it had to be cleaned and
crushed before it was ready to package
for sale.
Bay Farm Island would have been
an ideal location to farm salt, however
those farmers decided to try their
hand at a more lucrative venture:
oyster farming. The oyster industry
Continued on page 11. . .
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prospered well for a few years, but
soon water contamination and sewage
disposal put an end to the business,
and farmers turned their labors
toward growing vegetables.

Leslie Salt bought out the Oliver
Company in 1927. Leslie invented
a highly efficient salt harvesting
machine. Under its own power, it
drove over the salt bed, scraping
off exactly four inches of salt, thus
harvesting only clean salt without
mud contamination from the bottom
of the pond. After harvesting, the salt
went to the wash house to rinse off
any contaminants that were floating
in the water. After that, the 99% pure
salt was sent to the crusher.
By 1931, Leslie had bought out
all the ma-and-pa salt harvesters in
the South Bay. This included Morton
Salt, but the Morton Company had
already established a very favorable
reputation due to its marketing
strategies. Natural table salt absorbs
moisture from the air, especially
when the weather is humid, which
causes the salt to clump inside the
shaker. Chemists at the Morton
Company developed a coating agent,
(magnesium carbonate), which
prevents clumping. Their cylindrical
salt box features a drawing of a
young girl walking in the rain with
an opened umbrella, and from the
salt box streams a trail of free-flowing
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character named Buster Brown and
his dog, Tige, to advertise their shoes.
And who can forget the little Dutch
boy with a paintbrush in one hand and
a newly-painted windmill behind him?

When It Rains. . .Continued from page 10

Along the shores of Alameda,
Santa Clara, and Napa Counties,
dozens of small salt harvesting companies were able to eke out a living.
In 1877, Andrew Oliver, owner of the
Oliver Salt Company in Hayward,
designed a Dutch-style windmill to
move sea water from pond to pond
by using wind energy. Then, in 1885
he designed wooden carts that ran on
railroad tracks to replace the wheelbarrows used to move the salt. Oliver
Salt Company became the largest salt
producer on the Bay, producing 1,200
tons of salt per year.

4

The Alameda Museum displays a 1921
version of the Morton Salt canister in the
kitchen exhibit. The Umbrella Girl and
slogan first appeared on the blue package
of table salt in 1914.

table salt, and the inscription reads:
WHEN IT RAINS, IT POURS. Leslie
was so impressed with this advertising
gimmick that they bought the rights
to the Morton name and the marketing
strategy. From then on, all Leslie
table salt was non-clumping, but
customers still remained faithful to
Morton Salt Company because of its
catchy marketing logo.
In the early 1900s, companies
who wanted to advertise their
products frequently hired an artist
to create a cartoon image which
would make people remember their
product, and children made the best
model for that image. Some of these
child icons have been around for
100 years, and people still buy these
same products today because of their
happy memories.
In 1907, the Sunkist Orange Girl
taught the world that “Breakfast
without orange juice is like a day
without sunshine.” In 1902 the
Brown Shoe Company created a
11

It was in the 1890s that the Victor
Talking Machine Company created
the iconic dog, Nipper, listening to a
gramophone. Nipper advertised for
the RCA Company for over a century.
It has also been more than a century
that Sailor Jack and his dog, Bingo,
have been advertising Cracker Jacks.
Unfortunately, the Coppertone trademark is no longer considered politically
correct, because it showed a young
girl walking at the beach, and her
Cocker Spaniel puppy playfully
pulled down her swimsuit revealing
the difference between sickly pale
skin and healthy suntanned skin.
Alka-Seltzer had a character named
Sparky, and the company logo was
“Speedy is my middle name.” In 1952
the motto changed to “Plop plop,
fizz fizz. Oh, what a relief it is,” and
Sparky’s name changed to “Speedy.”
The Morton Salt Girl is one of
these iconic figures. The Morton
people never gave her a name, so
they simply call her “The Umbrella
Girl.” She was created in 1914, and
her clothing and hairstyle have been
updated seven times since then. The
salt box is still blue, and the slogan is
still “When it rains, it pours.”
Morton Salt Company was sold
to Leslie in 1931, then Leslie sold to
Cargill in 1978, then Cargill sold to
Diamond Crystal in 2003. So, why
do people still reach for the blue
box with the Umbrella Girl on it? …
Maybe it’s because that’s the box
Grandma always kept on her table.

2324 Alameda Avenue
Alameda CA 94501
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This small neighborhood
(Tilden Way-Blanding Avenue-Park Street)
is home to some of Alameda’s most significant
antiquities–buildings from the 1870s.
Our endeavor will result in a booklet devoted to this
12-block area, and we need help with research,
photography, writing, and outreach. Please join us,
you are warmly welcome!
Contact Judithlynch7@gmail.com

The Alameda Museum features a vintage shop
filled with unique items. Check our listings online
at Nextdoor, Facebook Market Place, Craigslist,
and Instagram.

*****
Proceeds benefit the Alameda Museum with preserving the past
for the future since 1948.

